Wisconsin ASI Update/Correction Form

Site# 47-________________  Burial Site#________________  Field Number#________________  County______________

Site Name (limit 25 characters)__________________________________________________________  Other Name_____________________________________________________________

Civil Town(s)_________________________  Town #_____  North  Range#_____  E or W  Section#_____

USGS Quad Name__________________________

Please refer to the ASI form and provide the appropriate headings for the correction or new information. Examples of headings are: QUARTER SECTIONS, USGS MAP, SITE DESCRIPTION, and BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES. Provide a justification or reference for any new information. When appropriate, attach a sketch map and copy of USGS quad showing revised location of site.

**HEADING(S) AND NATURE OF CORRECTION/UPDATE:**

Investigator ___________________________  Affiliation ___________________________  Date ______

Submitted by___________________________  Affiliation ___________________________  Date ______

FOR WHS OFFICE USE:

☐ ASI#_________________  ☐ CHK’D_________  ☐ GIS ENTRY_________

☐ GIS ENTRY CHK’D_________  ☐ ENTER__________  ☐ ENTRY CHK’D_________
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